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Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. This is episode number six
in a series of seven, focusing on how to take over a new team. And not only how to do
that, but how to successfully do that by building relationships and trust in order to get
traction and fast movement within your team, okay? And not only will you get results and
traction, you're gonna get better team members. That's, you know, it's a win win win all
the way around. Okay, so we talked about let's go through it really quickly. quick recap.
Okay, if you haven't listened to the first five, go back and check them out. The first one
was about how to introduce yourself to your team. The second one was getting introduced
to them so you getting to know your team. The third one was asking for feedback and
learning what matters to them. The fourth episode was, you know, creating a plan of
action off of the learnings that they provided to you the answers to those questions. The
fifth one, the episode yesterday was focusing on training plans and touch bases, and how
to go ahead and start getting some traction and some growth out of your team through
your interactions with them. And today is focusing on talent assessments. Okay? So
assessing your team, assessing the talent on your team, and really being able to
understand who you have on your team and how they're performing. And if they're going
to be able to stay on your team, or if they're going to be able to, ultimately if they're
gonna have to go to another team. Okay. Now, this conversation, this episode today may
be uncomfortable for some of you. Having fierce conversations, having tough
conversations with someone is very hard. And the reason why they're hard is because first
it starts with us being honest with ourselves, about our team. And I see a lot of leaders,
you know, doing sort of the ostrich move, which is putting their head in the sand and
ignoring the team performance, but then wondering why they're not getting the results.
Okay, and so it either starts with us as leaders, we have to look in the mirror and say we're
not performing where we need to be. And then we also have to look at our team and
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acknowledge if they are not performing where they need to perform. Right. Now, let me
also say, this may be hard for you. This honest assessment of how someone is performing
may be hard for you. You may have had a relationship with these folks before you started
working with them, you may have had a friendship with them before you became their
boss. Okay, and that makes it hard. You may have since built relationships with them. You
may have people on your team that are going through some personal situations that you
can identify with or understand or empathize over. Okay. Now I just said that maybe you
have a relationship with your team. Now. Let me clarify. Yes, you should have a
relationship with your team at this point, you know about 45 days into your role right. You
should definitely have a relationship with your team. Now I'm going to say 45, I would not
start any earlier than about 45 days, it may take you a little bit longer to do these talent
assessments. And so you just simply have to know when you have enough information in
your toolbox about each of your direct reports, to do an honest and fair assessment of
how they're performing. Okay? So that's what's really important. I'm saying how they're
doing in that first. I mean, that's a month and a half. That's not that's not super long.
Maybe you want to go two months, maybe you want to go three months, three months is
true. Three months is pretty close, right? You're gonna lose some performance time if you
wait any longer than three months. Okay. So this is what I want you to think about about
45 days between 45 to 90 days. I want you to be thinking about doing a talent
assessment on your team. So what does that mean? Well, I really want you to sit down
and be honest about how each person is performing on your team. And I want you to
assess certain things like when you have calls or meetings, are they on time?

 04:13

When you have group discussions, are they weighing in? Are they giving feedback? Now?
Maybe they don't give feedback on the call, because they need to digest it. But are they
engaging with you in the team? Are they being supportive of the team's efforts? Are they,
you know, agreeing or pushing back? Either way? That's some feedback right now. And So
question number one is, are they interesting? Are they engaging? Are they providing
feedback? Are they seeking to understand your perspective? Are they trying to
understand other people's perspectives? And are they trying to get other people and you
to understand there's Okay, I'm not asking for whether the opinions right or wrong, just are
they putting forth the effort to engage? That's that's this question. Now The next question
is, when they do get feedback, have they thought things through? Or are there pieces that
they're missing? In this process? Are they asking very basic and fundamental questions?
Are they asking the same questions over and over and over again? Okay? Are they
partnering with their peers? Or are they staying on an island? Right? Those are
fundamental questions that you're going to have to be able to answer as you look at your
team relative to an engagement piece. Right. The other thing is, are they following your
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direction? When you give clear direction? Do they go and execute on that? If they don't go
execute on it? Do they come back around after you've given them direction to ask some
clarifying questions so they can execute? Okay? Because there should either be execution
or there should be a conversation to gain clarity in order to then go execute, but there
can't just be no execution whatsoever. So communication execution Little both. But
something's got to be their lack of execution. You just you can't accept that. Okay. And so
this is where, again, you see the questions that I'm asking you to think about
communication execution, following direction engagement, and growth on the training
plan. Based on what they asked for your help with, have they grown through it? Have they
started to show some improvement relative to engaging with you? Okay. This is how you
assess the talent. Now, the other things that you can do, if you want to, and it depends on
your business, and it depends on the ability to do it. So I'm throwing in all these different
caveats. And that's for a reason. You could give a little project, you could give a little
project of a couple of days, if you haven't seen all that you want to see out of a member of
your team, or your total team, maybe you start to give a few little mini projects, so that
you can very clearly assess the talent on your team. That's one of the ways that you can
do it if you feel like you haven't had enough markers yet. Okay. All right. So, when you sit
down, it is an honest moment. It's a gut check moment, and I know, I've watched it
happen. Okay, so I get it. If someone's going through something personal, you're going to
want to make excuses for them. And that's just, I'm not trying to be a jerk. Okay, I'm just
keeping it honest. That's who I am. You're going to want to make excuses for them. Oh,
well, they're just having a tough time. And I couldn't imagine if I was in that situation and
benedetta I get that. Okay. So maybe part of your talent assessment is you need to be
honest about where they're performing. And maybe you need to have a conversation that
says, hey, look. Hey, Joe. Okay, let's, let's just make up a name. Hey, Joe. I've watched your
performance start to decline. And I know that you've been going through a tough time at
home. And I completely respect that. And, again, I thank you when you shared it with me
before I'm thanking you again for trusting me enough to share that with me. But I'm
watching your performance decline. And I can imagine it may be because of the things
you're going through, I don't want to make assumptions. But I do need to make you aware
that, that your performance isn't where, you know, I don't even think your performance is
where you want it to be. Because I know just from our conversations together, what you
stand for, and I know that you're not happy with where you are right now. So would it be
would it be better for you to go ahead and take a little bit of a leave of absence or take,
you know, a week off some take some vacation? And see if maybe that'll help you get
your mind back on track. Maybe that'll help you with some of the family things you're
going through? What do you think about that? You offer that to them. Okay, so that was
my roleplay a little bit. Let's come back and let's have this discussion together back in this
episode, that was a little bit of roleplay. So you acknowledge the fact that he's not
performing where you need to perform form.
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You, you say maybe it's because of these things, but you leave the door open because it
could be something completely different. It may not have anything to do with his part his
or her personal life, it could be the fact that maybe he's not getting along with someone
on the team. So you got to leave the door open for it. Let him answer the question. If it is
something personal, if there is something going on that you can't fix, then offer some time
away. Okay, PTO leave of absence, whatever it needs to be, if he or she comes back and
says, No, no, no, I'm good. I got this, then you're gonna have to have the tough
conversation. Okay. And that's part of this talent assessment. And that tough
conversation has to go something like this. Now you've got to make it yours. And you've
got to make it appropriate, but it's got to be clear. Don't dance around it. Okay, queer is
the point. So here we go back to the roleplay. Okay, well, Joe, if you don't want to take the
time, I just I need to be very honest with you. Okay. You're a leader on a team of six folks.
Okay, so there's five of peers that you have, every day you guys come in and you work
extremely hard all of you do. But I have to hold all of you to the same standard. Okay,
that's my role. That's my responsibility. So if you're underperforming, I can't not address
that with you. That's not fair to you. But that's also not fair to your peers. Okay. And I
know that if someone else was not performing to the level they needed to you would want
me to hold them accountable and address that performance. Because that's what's fair.
And that's what's right. And we've already talked about that's one of the things that I
stand for is that I'm fair. Okay. So I need you to understand that if you come in and you
show up to work today, that means that you're telling me, you are ready to show up and
work and you understand the expectations of the job, and you're here and you're going to
perform them at that standard expectation level. Okay. That's what you're telling me if
you show up. You're telling me that you understand what the role is and what it requires,
and you will perform it at that level. If you show up and you're not performing at that
level, I have to address your performance. Okay? So if you cannot perform at that level
and you're distracted, I get it, I respect that I do. That's why I'm telling you, you're gonna
have to take some time you need it, it's okay. Okay, you may not be giving us your best
here, you may not be giving your best at home. I respect all of those things. So I need you
to think about when you show up what you're committing when you walk in the door. And
I don't want to have to address your performance, but I will have to if you continue to
show up, and it's not at the level that we need it to be.

 11:41

Okay, so that was the roleplay. Hopefully, you heard that it was not threatening, don't ever
threaten. It wasn't, you know, inflammatory. It wasn't any of those things. It was just, Hey, I
have to be fair, it's one of the things that I shared with you about my personal brand. And
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so you know, I'm going to do that. And this is how I this is how I have to act. Keep being
fair. It's very honest and direct conversation, the ball is back in Joe's court now, and he can
figure it out. Okay, that's part of this level setting. If someone has something personal
going on, the town assessment shows you that the performance isn't where it needs to be.
And you go have that conversation about taking some personal time. If they've shared
with you something personal going on, if they haven't, then you still have another
conversation. And it's about, you know, hey, I'm watching your performance. I have some
concerns with the level that you're performing at. Is there something going on? Is there
something I can help you with? Is there something that we can put a training plan
together around? You know, I see you as more capable or stronger or better performer
than this, but I'm not actually seeing that in your actual performance. So how can I help?
Okay, that's the conversation after your training, assess or your your talent assessment
that you do internally. And when I say internally, it's you and maybe your HR partner if you
have an HR partner. But it's not done. Not everybody knows where everybody stands.
Okay, this is a private conversation between you and your direct report. Because you're
either going to have people, it's several things, they're either not going to be performing,
and it's a personal issue. They're not going to be performing and they need a training
plan. They're not performing and they probably won't ever be able to make it to this first
bar. And so you're starting this conversation in order to eventually take them off of your
team. And when I say eventually, I mean over the next two to three months, okay, it's not
gonna linger. Or they're performing solidly. Okay, but they still need a training plan,
because they do need to be able to take it to the next level, they are performing
exceptionally well. Okay, and they're exceeding your expectations. Right. It's usually one
of those five things. There's not too many more than that. And so we've talked about the
personal underperformance we've talked about the general under performance, you
know, based on your talent assessment, if you see that they're not even close to hitting the
bar, they're asking the same questions, they've been in the role a lot, what you're asking
for is nothing new is the fundamentals of their job description, and they're not performing
to it. And there's no other reason for it for it, other than they just can't perform.

 14:17

Okay, then that conversation will have to occur where you start walking them through
over time, that this is not the role for them. And that the role has just gotten bigger than
than where they are. And it's evolved over time. Okay, now, that's a hard conversation
and it's going to depend on each individual person, I would highly recommend that you
get a coach to help you walk through that so that you can have a specific conversation if
you're going to have to have one like that. Okay, because they're very personalized. Okay.
Now, the other conversation, it's a standard performer, but you're going to continue to do
training plans with them. And so you have that conversation to say, Hey, I'm just, I'm
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really pleased with where you are, you are just, you just solidly performing. Thank you for
that. I see some potential, I see some talent in you, I'm going to continue to push you a
little bit harder to help you raise the bar. Okay, that sounds like a good plan. And again,
you just put them on notice that you see good things and you're going to help them
improve. Most people will will obviously see that for what it is grab it, and run with it. They
appreciate that. Okay. And then the other situation is where you've done this talent
assessment. And this person is just knocking it out of the park. They're absolutely amazing.
They're going above and beyond what you're asking for. You know, they're hitting
everything that you need. And so that conversation is simply a conversation of complete
praise, appreciation. And even though they're knocking out of the park, I'm sure there's
one or two things that they could just smooth a little bit and so, you know, you're just fine
tuning, right? You're just fine tuning and helping them. And so that's, you know, that's a
good place to be in because when you're developing those people, they're hungry. They're
capable, they love it. And so you're just pouring in to that individual who just cannot wait
to get what you've got. them. All right, so either way, one of those five conversations,
you've got to sit down and do the assessment, answer some of those key questions about
how they're performing based on what you've seen them do. documented, honestly.
Because once you write it down and document it, you have to do something with it. And
that's why most people avoid doing talent assessments because they don't want to have
the hard conversations. Okay, but you're better than that. And you're going to get
traction, and you're going to be successfully taking over this new team. So you are going
to do talent assessments, you're going to determine which of you know which situation
each of your team members fit in between one of those basic five, and then on your next
touch base, you're going to go have those conversations with them. And it's going to be a
confidential conversation, but you're going to have it and then you're going to push them
forward because of it. Okay. So think about that. Think about how you will use this
information to develop your team. And by the way, you can do this at any phase with your
team. It doesn't have to be just because you took over a new team. You can actually
apply this if you've been ready Running a team for two years, and you're getting ready to
raise the bar, or you just raised the bar. And now you've got to give them feedback. Okay?
So keep this tool in your toolbox, you will use it over and over and over again, every time
you raise the bar. You're going to use the last episode from a training plan perspective,
but then you're going to come in and assess your talent to see how they're performing to
what you've asked them to do.

 17:23

All right.
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Awesome. Perfect. Go have a great day. I always appreciate you listening. Go and be
legendary.
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